In current PC computing environment, the fuzzy clustering method based on perturbation (FCMBP) is failed when dealing with similar matrices whose orders are higher than tens. The reason is that the traversal process adopted in FCMBP is exponential complexity. This paper treated the process of finding fuzzy equivalent matrices with smallest error from an optimization point of view and proposed an improved FCMBP fuzzy clustering method based on evolutionary programming. The method seeks the optimal fuzzy equivalent matrix which is nearest to the given fuzzy similar matrix by evolving a population of candidate solutions over a number of generations. A new population is formed from an existing population through the use of a mutation operator. Better solutions survive into next generation and finally the globally optimal fuzzy equivalent matrix could be obtained or approximately obtained. Compared with FCMBP, the improved method has the following advantages: (1) Traversal searching is avoided by introducing an evolutionary programming based optimization technique. (2) For low-order matrices, the method has much better efficiency in finding the globally optimal fuzzy equivalent matrix. (3) Matrices with hundreds of orders could be managed. The method could quickly get a more accurate solution than that obtained by the transitive closure method and higher precision requirement could be achieved by further iterations. And the method is adaptable for matrices of higher order. (4) The method is robust and not sensitive to parameters.
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Introduction
The concept of fuzzy clustering analysis was firstly carried out by Ruspini in 1969 [1] . One of the fuzzy clustering methods is fuzzy k-means clustering algorithm [2] . Another method in common use is transforming a fuzzy similar matrix R into a fuzzy equivalent R * = t(R) by finding the transitive closure of R; the final clustering is then made by R * . However, since the process of finding the transitive closure of R consists of making a series of transformations, it is not theoretically assured whether the clustering result obtained by R * really reflects the original clustering problem [3] . In order to deal with this lack of fidelity problem, Li et al. [4] proposed the basic theory of resolution and parameter system then put forward a fuzzy clustering method based on perturbation (FCMBP), whose main idea is to try to find a fuzzy equivalent R # , which is closest to R by a certain distance. Thereafter, FCMBP is further studied and several important results are obtained in paper [5] [6] [7] [8] . [5] proposed the concept of fuzzy equivalent normal form in order to express the solutions. Also the uniqueness of the parameter systems corresponding to standard resolution process was pointed out and the existence of optimal fuzzy equivalence matrix was proved. In paper [6] , based on the theory of distribution structure of fuzzy similar matrix equation X 2 = X , the existence theorem and local uniqueness theorem of the optimal fuzzy equivalent matrix have been proved by using the method of abstract analysis. And also the relation between local optimal fuzzy equivalent matrix and the given fuzzy similar matrix had been pointed out. [7] proved that the FCMBP fuzzy clustering methods have smaller error than transitive closure methods and gave examples to show their clustering results are not always the same. [8] provided a systemic and detailed discussion about the theory of FCMBP fuzzy clustering method.
The FCMBP fuzzy clustering method in paper [8] provides a way to obtain the optimal fuzzy equivalent matrix. However, it needs to run over all the combination possibilities of all classes of similar equivalent standard forms and all elements in a symmetric group S n . The number of the equivalent matrices to be calculated grows exponentially as the order of the raw similar matrix rises. It is computationally intractable when n, the order of the matrix, is high. For example, the method needs to run over 2.3 × 10 11 possibilities when n = 12, and this number grows to 6.7 × 10 15 and 7.8 × 10 23 when n = 15 and n = 20 correspondingly. So the method is out of work in current PC computing environment when dealing with high-order similar matrices.
In order to make this exponential complexity algorithm still work on high-order situations, the traversal process adopted in FCMBP must be break up. In this paper, we consider the problem of finding the optimal fuzzy equivalent matrix from an optimization point of view. The optimization objective is to make the distance between the obtained fuzzy equivalent matrix R and the raw fuzzy similar matrix R as small as possible, viz. make the lack of fidelity brought about by clustering according to R as less as possible.
Traditional optimization techniques like gradient descent algorithm or direct, analytical methods have the advantages of high computation efficiency and strong reliability. However, these methods always have strict constraint requirements on the objective function such as single peak demands and continuously differentiable requirements. For the problem of finding optimal fuzzy equivalent matrix, its objective function does not satisfy the single peak demands and even could not be expressed as a corresponding expression. Therefore these traditional optimization methods cannot be applied to the problem.
Evolutionary computation is a kind of useful method of optimization when other optimization methods fail in finding the optimal solution [9] . It is suitable for difficult combinatorial and real-valued function optimization problems in which the fitness landscapes are rugged and have many locally optimal solutions. These methods do not depend on the first-and second-differentials of the objective function of the problem to be optimized and even have no demands on whether the objective function has an explicit expression. All these features make it very suitable for solving the proposed optimization problem. As a typical evolutionary algorithm, evolutionary programming (EP) [10] is a heuristic method based on simulating the mechanics of natural selections. Compared with genetic algorithm (GA) [11] , EP does not involve encoding the problem solutions as fixed-length binary strings but directly represents them according to the problem to be optimized. Specific to the problem of finding optimal fuzzy equivalent matrix, feasible solutions are represented by two factors: σ ∈ S n where S n is a symmetric group andX ∈X n /≈ whereX n /≈ stores all classes of similar equivalent standard forms. Moreover, EP applies mutation operators only while the classical GA uses crossover, mutation and other genetic operators. This mechanism avoids the difficulty of defining a reasonable crossover operator in the proposed optimization problem. For the above reasons, we introduce evolutionary programming based optimization technique to find the optimal fuzzy equivalent matrix and thus propose an EP based FCMBP (EP-FCMBP) fuzzy clustering method. The method seeks the optimal solution by evolving a population of candidate fuzzy equivalent matrices over a number of generations. A new population is formed from an existing population through the use of a mutation operator. Through the use of a competition scheme, matrices with a relatively less lack of fidelity have a greater chance of survival than the poorer solutions, which guarantees the population evolves towards the global optimal point.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the basic idea of FCMBP and gives analysis of its computational complexity. Then in Section 3, we present our EP-FCMBP fuzzy clustering method in detail. Experimental results and analysis are given in Section 4, followed by our conclusions in Section 5.
Summary of FCMBP fuzzy clustering method
We shall follow the notations used in the earlier paper [8] . The main results in [8] are briefly summarized in the following. Let Y n be the set of n-order fuzzy similar matrices, X n be the set of n-order fuzzy equivalent matrices, and S n be a symmetric group. Then we have the following propositions.
Proposition 1 ([4]).
For any X ∈ Y n , we have
(1)
Proposition 2 ([4]).
For any σ ∈ S n , X = (x ij ) n×n , we have the following. We introduce another relation ''≈'' in X n as: X ≈ Y ⇔ X and Y have similar standard parameter systems, whose relation is an equivalent relation in X n and will be called a translation equivalent relation. All of the equivalent standard forms together form a set denoted byX n . It is obvious that |X n | = |X n /∼|. Obviously, ''≈'' is also an equivalent relation inX n .
Let J be the set of all the standard parameter systems. It is obvious that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between J andX n . So the equivalent relation ''≈'' can be transplanted into J. Let X (T ) denote the equivalent standard form which has the standard parameter system T .
Denote C (T ) = {S : S is a parameter system that has the same diagram as T , but its inequalities may not be necessarily strictly
} is the set of fuzzy equivalent matrices corresponding to C (T ).
Definition 2 ([8] ). The distance between fuzzy similar matrix A and B is defined as:
The fuzzy equivalent matrix that is closest to the given similar matrix is called a globally optimal fuzzy equivalent matrix. Obviously, it has the least lack of fidelity brought about by clustering according to the globally optimal fuzzy equivalent matrix.
Corollary 1 ([8]). Let R ∈ Y n and R
# be the optimal equivalent matrix of R. 
Based on the above result, a FCMBP method for calculating the globally optimal fuzzy equivalent matrix could be obtained as follows [8] .
Step 1. Construct a storage of all classes of similar equivalent standard forms,X n /≈ and their parameter systems, J/≈.
Step 2. Let R ∈ Y n .
Step 3. Let σ ∈ S n .
Step 4. LetX ∈X n /≈.
Step 5. Calculate R σ .
Step
Step 7. Calculate t
Step 8. Check whether t ′ i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1) satisfies the inequalities given byX . If not, then go to Step 4. If they are, then go to the next step.
Step 9. Construct a matrix X ′ by using t
Step 10. Repeat Steps 4 through 9 untilX runs over all classes of similar equivalent standard forms. And find
. Then go to Step 3.
Step 11. Repeat Steps 3 through 10 until σ runs over all elements in S n . And find X
Step 12. Calculate R
The above FCMBP clustering method is an effective method based on the resolution structure, which contains a double loop procedure. In the external loop, σ runs over all elements in S n . For a certain σ ∈ S n , Steps 4-9 constitute the inner loop, in whichX runs over all classes of similar equivalent standard forms inX n /≈. After running over all the combination possibilities of all classes of similar equivalent standard forms and all elements in S n , FCMBP fuzzy clustering method obtains the optimal fuzzy equivalent matrix from those whose parameter systems satisfy the inequality constraints.
Consider the size of S n andX n /≈. For a n-order matrix, the size of S n is n!.
Theorem 8 ([5]
). Letk(n) be the size ofX n /≈, then
According to the above analysis, FCMBP method needs to run over all the t = n! * k (n) possibilities. This number grows exponentially as the order of the raw similar matrix rises, which brings difficulty in applying FCMBP method on high-order clustering problems.
EP-FCMBP fuzzy clustering method
Evolutionary programming is a probabilistic algorithm which maintains a population of individuals. Each individual represents a potential solution to the problem and is implemented as some data structure. A new population is formed from an existing population through the use of a mutation operator. This operator perturbs each member in the population by a random amount to produce new solutions. The degree of optimality of each individual is measured by its fitness which can be defined as a function of the cost or objective function of the problem. Through the use of a competition scheme, the individuals in each population compete with each other. The winning individuals will form a resultant population which is regarded as the next generation. Through a number of generations, the population evolves towards the global optimal point. The EP technique is iterative and the process is terminated by a stopping rule. The rule widely used includes (a) stop after a specified number of iterations, (b) stop when the fitness of the best solution reaches a given precision and (c) stop when there is no appreciable change in the best solution for a certain number of generations. The main stages of the EP technique including initialization, mutation and competitions are shown in the flowchart of Fig. 1 .
The purpose of EP-FCMBP method is to find a fuzzy equivalent matrix which is as close as possible to the raw fuzzy similar matrix by a certain distance. In this paper, we adopt the distance defined in Eq. (3) to measure the difference between the obtained matrix and the raw matrix and thus design a fitness function to evaluate the fitness of the obtained equivalent matrix. Each feasible solution in EP-FCMBP could be directly represented by σ ∈ S n andX ∈X n /≈. And corresponding fuzzy matrix could be obtained by Steps 5-7 in FCMBP. In order to ensure the equivalence of the obtained fuzzy matrix, EP-FCMBP resets part elements of the matrix according to some rules. Moreover, new fuzzy equivalent matrices are produced by mutating σ andX . This operator together with the selection mechanism in EP-FCMBP method optimizes the lack of fidelity gradually. Based on the EP methodology, an EP-FCMBP fuzzy clustering method can be established and its main components are presented as follows.
(1) Representation of solution: in FCMBP method, R σ is obtained according to σ ∈ S n andX ∈X n /≈. In another word, each feasible solution is determined by σ andX and thus its distance with the raw fuzzy matrix could be calculated.
EP-FCMBP method does not involve encoding and decoding the solutions but represent them directly. For n-order fuzzy similar matrices, permutation σ ∈ S n could be expressed by a sequence with n numbers andX ∈X n /≈ could be represented by a corresponding binary tree. Specifically, the construction of equivalent standard forms is a recursive process.
For any X ∈ X n , which has obtained the resolution structure for X , we have X (I m ) ∈ X m and X (I (2) Initialization of population: individuals in the first generation are produced in the following way.
Step 1. Generate a permutation σ ∈ S n randomly.
Step 2. Calculate R σ .
Step 3. Generate a random equivalent standard form by a recursion process. For every n-order matrix to be resolved in the resolution process, randomly select an integer number ranged between 1 and ⌊n/2⌋ as the order of its left submatrix. Take the case illustrated in Fig. 2 as an example, we explain the resolution process of building an equivalent standard form. In the first resolution step, randomly select an integer number from 1, 2, 3 and 4. This number is 3 in the case, which means the orders of the two submatrices are 3 and 6 respectively. Then, for these two submatrices, we can similarly obtain their resolution structures. A 3-order matrix has only one resolution structure, so it can be resolved into one-order matrices without generating random numbers. For the 6-order matrix, randomly select an integer number from 1, 2 and 3. The case in Fig. 2 resolves it into a 2-order submatrix and a 4-order submatrix. The whole process is continued until the submatrices become one-order submatrices. And the equivalent standard formX ∈X n /≈ can be obtained by this process.
Step 5. Calculate t
The obtained t ′ i does not guarantee to satisfy the inequalities given byX . In other words, the equivalence of the obtained matrix could not be guaranteed. At first, we treat these matrices as unfeasible solutions and tentatively set their fitness value 0. However, the primary experiments show that the above method has a very high probability of generating unfeasible solutions especially when the order of the fuzzy similar matrix is high. Too many individuals in the population have fitness 0 make the algorithm hard to converge into an optimal solution quickly. Therefore, EP-FCMBP method resets some elements in parameter system t ′ i through a Step 6, which guarantees to satisfy the inequalities given byX (i.e., the elements in the upper blocks are bigger than or equal to the ones in the lower blocks and the elements in the right blocks are bigger than or equal to the ones in the left blocks). Step 6. Let t Step 7. Construct a matrix X ′ by using t
. It is to be noted that Step 6 does not change permutation σ and equivalent standard formX . t (3) Fitness of candidate solutions: fitness function is used to evaluate each candidate solution's degree of satisfaction to be the best solution. The objective of EP-FCMBP method is to find a fuzzy equivalent matrix whose distance with the given fuzzy similar matrix is as small as possible. Therefore, the fitness function here should be a function concern about the distance between the two matrices. And the smaller the distance is, the higher the fitness should be. The selection operator adopted in EP is a stochastic tournament method, which does not have non-negative or any other special constraints on the fitness. It is therefore suggested here that the fitness of a solution is reciprocal of the distance between the obtained fuzzy equivalent matrix and the raw fuzzy similar matrix. For a given fuzzy similar matrix R, the fitness of a fuzzy equivalent matrix R is evaluated in Eq. (6) .
(6) (4) Producing new solutions by mutation: a new population of solutions is produced from the existing population by mutating each individual. As mentioned above, the solutions in EP-FCMBP method could be represented by the combination of permutation and equivalent standard form. Considering that the obtained fuzzy equivalent matrix will change as long as the permutation σ changes, we mutate the permutation σ first. The mutation operator is realized through randomly selecting and permuting some bits in σ . The mutation operator respectively has a probability p 0 , p 3 , p 4 , p 5 , p 5+ to choose and permute 0 bit, 3 bits, 4 bits, 5 bits and all bits in σ . The probabilities satisfy the equation  after a4-bit mutation, in which the 2nd, 5th, 7th, 8th bit in σ 1 are randomly selected and the corresponding number respectively changes from 5, 1, 6, 7 to 1, 7, 6, 5. The number of the 7th bit remains the same after permutation although this bit is selected.
If the permutation σ changes, we randomly regenerate an equivalent standard form to form a new individual. If σ does not change, EP-FCMBP mutates the equivalent standard form only. The method randomly selects one of the non-leaf nodes in the corresponding binary tree and rebuilds the subtree rooted from that node. Fig. 3 shows a mutation result of the binary tree illustrated in Fig. 2 . In this case, the red node is selected and the corresponding resolution structure of 6-order submatrix is reconstructed.
(5) The selection operator: in this competition stage, a selection mechanism is used to produce a new population from the existing parent population and the offspring population created by mutation. The selection technique used in this paper is a kind of stochastic tournament method described in the following. For each individual in the combined population of size 2N, a weighted value W i of the ith individual is calculated by the following competition.
where q is the competition number given by the users; W i,t is either 0 for loss or 1 for win as the ith individual competes with a randomly selected (rth) individual in the combined population. The value of W i,t is given in the following equation.
where f r is the fitness of the randomly selected rth individual and f i is the fitness of the ith individual. When all 2N individuals get their competition weights, they will be ranked in a descending order according to their corresponding value W i . The N highest scoring candidate solutions are selected as the individuals in the next generation.
Experimental results
In this section, a series of experiments are carried out to validate the effectiveness of the proposed EP-FCMBP fuzzy clustering method. Firstly, utilize low-order similar matrices to test the effectiveness of EP-FCMBP in finding the optimal equivalent matrix and measure its computation efficiency through comparing with FCMBP. Secondly, for high-order similar matrices whose optimal equivalent matrix could not be obtained by FCMBP in current computing environment, evaluate EP-FCMBP's performances according to the distance between the obtained equivalent matrix and the raw similar matrix. Moreover, the effects of different parameters in mutation operator are discussed in this section.
Experiments on low-order matrices

Results comparison with FCMBP on low-order matrices
From the previous report on FCMBP [6] , the order of the fuzzy similar matrices managed by FCMBP method is no larger than 10. We first test whether EP-FCMBP method could find the same optimal fuzzy equivalent matrix which could be obtained by FCMBP. For a given fuzzy similar matrix R, the optimal fuzzy equivalent matrix obtained by FCMBP method is denoted as R # and the equivalent matrix obtained by EP-FCMBP is denoted as R. Take the 10-order fuzzy similar matrix R 10 adopted in [6] for example, 
we carry out EP-FCMBP method on R 10 and get R 10 after 3000 iterations. 
Efficiency comparison with FCMBP on finding optimal equivalent matrix
In order to systematically measure the efficiency of EP-FCMBP on finding optimal fuzzy equivalent matrix, we generate some random fuzzy similar matrices. A random n-order fuzzy similar matrix R n×n satisfies: (1) diagonal entry a ii = 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , n; (2) for any element a ij , i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1, j = i + 1, it is a random number uniformly distributed in [0, 1]; (3) a ji = a ij .
For each order n ranged from 6 to 10, we respectively select 5 matrices as the test data. For each fuzzy similar matrix, we utilize FCMBP method to obtain the corresponding optimal fuzzy equivalent matrix. The EP-FCMBP method is iterated until the optimal fuzzy equivalent matrix is obtained. We record the iteration number generation when the method is stopped. Then the number of feasible solution to be visited when obtaining the optimal fuzzy equivalent matrix could be calculated as t = N × generation = 100 × generation. The average search cost t 2 in Table 1 is EP-FCMBP's search number averaged by the 5 matrix problems. Moreover, the number t 1 in the second column is the needed number of feasible solution to be visited for FCMBP. t 1 could be calculated according to Eq. (5) in chapter 2. Take a 10-order matrix for example, FCMBP needs to visit t 1 = 10! * k (10) = 373,766,400 feasible solutions to obtain the optimal equivalent matrix. It is to be noted that the parameters in EP-FCMBP method are set as follows: population size N = 100, q = 10 in the selection operator, which is a typical setting combination recommended in [12] , and p 0 = 0.15, p 3 = 0.15, p 4 = 0.15, p 5 = 0.15, p 5+ = 0.4 in the mutation operator. Considering the randomicity of EP-FCMBP, we run the method 10 times for each similar matrix and the results in Table 1 are averaged after 10 trials.
From Table 1 we find that: (1) in order to obtain the optimal fuzzy equivalent matrix, the search cost of EP-FCMBP (t 2 ) is much smaller than the cost of FCMBP (t 1 ); (2) the superiority of EP-FCMBP becomes increasingly apparent as the order of the matrix grows. When the order n = 10, the search cost of EP-FCMBP is only 4.8/10,000 of FCMBP's cost. The experimental results show that EP-FCMBP method could obtain the optimal fuzzy equivalent matrix effectively and much efficiently compared with the original FCMBP method when the order of the similar matrix is no larger than 10.
Experiments on high-order matrices
Comparison with the transitive closure clustering method
For high-order fuzzy similar matrix, its optimal fuzzy equivalent matrix could not be obtained by FCMBP method in current PC computing environment. So we evaluate the performance of the method according to the distance between the original similar matrix and the obtained equivalent matrix. The smaller the distance is, the less the lack of fidelity is and the better clustering result will be obtained.
We first use a 12-order fuzzy similar matrix to demonstrate the effectiveness of EP-FCMBP method. The data in the matrix stems from a real-world problem in agricultural applications [13] . 
We can obtain a fuzzy equivalent matrix R 12 by using the EP-FCMBP method. 
In this case, d(R 12 , R 12 ) = 0.7514. The clustering map of R 12 is presented in Fig. 4 . Furthermore, we test the method on a 33-order fuzzy similar matrix whose data stems from another real-world application [14] . The original similar matrix R 33 is provided in Table 2 and the equivalent matrix R 33 obtained by EP-FCMBP method is presented in Table 3 . Compared with the transitive closure R *
indicates a better accuracy. And it is noted that no matrices better than R 33 could be found so far.
In order to systematically evaluate EP-FCMBP's performance on high-order matrices, we also carry out experiments on a series of random matrices whose orders are ranged from 10 to 100. EP-FCMBP is stopped after a given iteration number and a fuzzy equivalent matrix is obtained. We measure the performance of the method according to the distance between the original similar matrix and the obtained equivalent matrix. Performance comparison between EP-FCMBP and transitive closure clustering method is presented in Table 4 . Table 4 are averaged after 5 trials. And the numbers in parentheses are standard deviations.
From the results presented in Table 4 , we get the following findings: (1) high-order matrices could be managed by EP-FCMBP method, which breaks the limitation that FCMBP method could only deal with matrices whose orders are smaller than or equal to 10 in current PC computing environment. 
Characteristic of the searching process
We conduct the analysis of the evolutionary process of EP-FCMBP method. Take the process of managing a 40-order matrix for example, we averaged the minimum d(R, R) value at each generation over 5 trials and plot the convergence curve in Fig. 6 . Fig. 6(a) illustrates the whole process and Fig. 6(b) much clearly presents the detailed process after generation 1000. From Fig. 6(a) , we can see that EP-FCMBP obtain a solution better than that obtained by transitive closure method (d(R, R * ) = 20.776 in this case) at the very beginning (no more than 10 generations in the worst situation over the 5 trials). Fig. 6(b) indicates that the equivalent matrix obtained by EP-FCMBP could be further optimized to gradually approach to the optimal fuzzy equivalent matrix. These features of the method endow the users with the choice to balance the running time and the precision. For some real-time demanding clustering problems, the method could obtain a solution better than that obtained by transitive closure method at a very short time. And on the other hand, for some high precision demanding clustering problems, the precision demanding could be satisfied by iterations.
Effect of the evolution
The original intention of this research is to break the reversal process of FCMBP by introducing EP technique. Given a fixed running time, FCMBP could stop its reversal process and output an equivalent matrix without guaranteeing the solution is the optimal equivalent matrix. Whether the introduction of evolution process has effects on finding solutions with less lack of fidelity? Table 2 Original fuzzy similar matrix R Table 3 Fuzzy equivalent matrix R 33 obtained by EP-FCMBP method. We carry out experiments to validate the effect of the evolution mechanism. In EP-FCMBP method, many trial solutions are generated. We endow FCMBP method with the same trial chances and record the best solution obtained by FCMBP without the selection and evolution mechanism. For each trial chance, FCMBP method randomly generates a candidate solution. Fig. 7 compares the results of the methods with and without evolution. ''With evolution'' stands for the standard EP-FCMBP method and ''without evolution'' is the modified FCMBP method. The two methods have the same trail chances. Considering the randomicity of the method, the results illustrated in Fig. 7 are averaged after 5 trials. From Fig. 7 , we can see that the results obtained by ''with evolution'' method have less lack of fidelity than those obtained by ''without evolution'' method in all 6 cases. And this superiority becomes more obvious as the order of the matrix grows. These results indicate that the evolution process in EP-FCMBP can effectively improve the quality of the solutions. And thus more accurate clustering results could be obtained.
Experiments on matrices with hundreds of order
Moreover, we carry out experiments on some matrices with hundreds of order. Fig. 8 gives the convergence process of EP-FCMBP operated on a 200-order matrix and a 500-order matrix respectively. From Fig. 8 , we can see that EP-FCMBP obtain a solution better than that obtained by transitive closure method at the very beginning. And the solution could be further optimized through iterations to reach a higher precision demand. These results indicate that EP-FCMBP is an adoptable method for many practical problems.
Effect of different mutation parameters
In our experiments, we also analyze the performances of EP-FCMBP under different settings of the mutation parameters p 0 , p 3 , p 4 , p 5 , p 5+ on the five problems whose orders are 10, 20, 40, 60 and 100 respectively. 10 kinds of parameter settings Table 5 is averaged over 5 trials. For each problem, the number in the first column is the value of d(R, R), and the number in the second column is the floating ratio compared with the results obtained under the default parameter setting which is also presented in the last row of From the results in Table 5 , we find that EP-FCMBP's performance under the 1st parameter setting is significantly worse than those under other settings and the results obtained under the 2nd and 3rd parameter setting are little worse than that obtained under the default setting. In the 1st parameter setting, p 0 = 1 means that σ does not change in the mutation operator, which makes the solution searching be restricted to a small part of the solution space and most solution spaces could not be covered in this situation. In the 2nd and 3rd parameter setting, p 5+ = 0 limits the bound of one mutation step which leads to the lack of fidelity little higher. Except the above three parameter settings, the average performances of EP-FCMBP method are almost the same and all present good. These results indicate that the EP-FCMBP method is insensitive to the mutation parameter setting.
Conclusions
This paper proposed an improved FCMBP fuzzy clustering method by introducing an evolutionary programming based optimization technique to obtain the fuzzy equivalent matrix whose distance with the raw similar matrix is as small as possible. When dealing with similar matrices whose orders are lower than or equal to ten, optimal fuzzy equivalent matrices could be obtained and the computation costs are significantly reduced compared with FCMBP. More importantly, the improved method develops FCMBP to manage similar matrices with hundreds of orders, which breaks FCMBP's computational limitation on the orders of the similar matrices in current PC computing environment. In these situations, more accurate clustering results could be obtained than that obtained by the transitive closure method and higher precision requirement could be reached by further iterations. In addition, the method has good scalability, flexibility and robustness, which is suitable in real applications.
